Development of a biological filtration model applied for advanced treatment of sewage.
A mathematical model of biological filtration process is developed in this paper. A biological filtration process has advantages that filtration action and biological activities are combined in a single reactor with aid of filter media. Both physical and biological functions are incorporated in this developed model to simulate both mechanisms. Backwashing is expressed by the assumption that a mean captured solids concentration is input as data, and a captured solids concentration is kept at that value during each filtration run. The developed model is applied to explain the experimental performance with biological filtration reactors, in which batch cultivation of autotrophic bacteria and continuous treatment of actual sewage are carried out. Its applicability is discussed by comparing the simulated results with the experimental data. This model can favourably estimate maximum accumulation of autotrophic bacteria on the medium in batch cultivation, long-term treatment performance in continuous treatment, details of water quality profiles through the filter bed, and biomass. Required hydraulic retention time for nitrification and an appropriate recirculation ratio in a winter season are discussed with this model. This model predicts that a HRT of 1.1 h or above is required to achieve nitrification with remaining NH4(+)-N of less than 1 mgN/L and that an appropriate recirculation ratio is 2-3.